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What’s The Message?
● This episode in the Netflix Rotten series covers various challenges faced by the 

contemporary honey industry 

● Looks at most of the supply chain- from beekeepers, to local, national, and 

international distributors, and also third party testers that act industry quality 

control 

● Advocates heavily for US bee farmers who have felt the financial backlash from a 

domestic market flooded by adulterated honeys from other countries like China. 



Who Are The Players & How 
Does It Work?



Honey Bees

● Bee lifespan = 40 days

● Each bee = 1/8 tsp 

● Hive = 50,000 bees

1 Hive = 30 lbs. per week 



Honey Demand

● US consumes 400 M lbs. 

annually

● The global demand for honey 

grows by 40 M lbs. per year 

● Why?

○ Shift in buyer mentality - 

wanting more natural 

products instead of 

artificial sweeteners 

○ Population growth 



BUT….

● Domestic beehive populations 

have seen 45-50% decline 

annually 

➢ Agricultural and urban 

development

➢ Disease 

➢ Pesticides 

➢ Rise in frequency of  

extreme weather extreme 

events



Problem for US Bee Farmers 

● Demand for honey 

● Supply of honey 

● In response, global honey 

exports are rising faster than 

ever to fill this void in the 

market



● China - who is flooding the 

market with adulterated 

products that contain sugar 

syrups derived from rice as a 

filler agent 

● Dropping the price of honey 

below a sustainable threshold 

for American producers, 

putting them out of business 

or forcing them to find other 

means to subsidize operation 



It's not actually 

honey…. 



Resolutions...

● US Government put a tariff 

on imported honey from 

China - 2001

● Industry standard for 

distributors to have honey 

tested for quality control by a 

third party 



“If you're not cheating, you're 

not trying.”

● Developed rice syrups that are 

harder to detect

● Honey Laundering = shipped to 

a “middle-man” with forged 

documents and then brought to 

the US anyway

● Black market trade of tainted 

products through corrupt 

distributors 



Issues With The Film…

● Concludes by showing an 

American beekeeper that has 

opened their own retail line 

and plans to sell regionally as 

a specialty item instead of 

contributing to the global 

market…..



● Nice, but….

○ Demand for commercial scale 

production of goods using 

honey isn't going away 

○ The idea of every beekeeper 

investing into vertical 

integration of the supply chain 

is unrealistic

○ Still doesn't address issue of 

hive loss rates

While it tries to end on a high 

note, example given at the end 

isn't really a viable solution in any 

way. 



Lawyers, Guns, & Honey

● Makes no mention of gun 

violence related to the 

honey industry….so why the 

title?



Persuasion Techniques

● Background music

○ Distressful: in factories

○ Optimistic: featuring technology and 

American workers

● Visual cues

○ Raw barrels production site, unnatural 

looking vs the fields



Persuasion Techniques

● Use of language

○ “We’re robbing them”-worker

○ Being lied to

■ Honey adulteration

○ “...the care of the colony is a sacred cause” -narrator



Persuasion Techniques

● Chinese made adultering mechanism with rice 

○ Scapegoat

● Alfred Wolff, German company, and scientists arrested 

○ explaining they allowed antibiotic illegal in the US

● “Honest” American honey… 

○ Nationalism

● Taste appeal local honey store, children at local honey store



Pollination 

•CCD, Colony Collapse Disorder caused by pesticides
•Without bees we would lose most fruits and many other 
foods

•Must look at cost to do there job and determine the 
financial burden

•40% decrease in last 10 years
•50% of colonies are dying per year



Pollination 
•There's not enough native bees to cross pollinate local 
agricultural almond farms in California so they hire bee 
farmers to do it for them

• this is a temporary solution to a problem not a fix.
•We should look at the root of the cause.



Honey 
•Demand and consumption increasing but bees our dying. How…

•Certain US test, to regulate pure honey, couldn’t pick up the additives that the Chinese were adding 
to their honey. Know as rice syrup. Scary (A&W).

•Chinese also use a antibiotic illegal in US know as Chloramphenicol (A&W).

• New test came out in US  to test for  honey alteration , called QSI- it measures magnetic field of 
atoms and can seed different amino acid levels and sugar content from other resources.



Goal
•We need to have better regulations in place to secure our 
farmers businesses 

•Stop use of certain harmful pesticides or invent new 
pesticides that won't affect or harm bees 


